
IDP Mobile Engineering 
(m/f/x)

Experience in developing mobile application, ideally for 

both iOS and Android


Familiarity with hybrid frameworks such as React Native 

or Flutter


2+ years experience in writing efficient code in Swift, 

Kotlin or Javascript/Dart.


Development experience in JavaScript


Enthusiasm for startups and programming


Team player and good communication skills 


Motivated, creative and independent working style

We want to improve the lives of our customers by creating first-class products, establish an outstanding company and have lots 

of fun at the same time. 

This has aroused your interest? Then take off and send a detailed application including your potential entry data by e-mail to 

Jennifer Dussileck (apply@finway.de). In case there are any questions left open, also feel free to reach out to us via email. 

The great opportunity to play a decisive role in shaping the software with personal responsibility and freedom in an innovative 

and rapidly growing company right from the start


The opportunity to join a young start-up with high potential and build something extraordinary together with the founders 

and the core team


Professional and personal development, an open start-up culture with flat hierarchies in which successes are celebrated 

together as a team


Flexible working hours and office in a central Munich location with a start-up atmosphere within a successful, highly 

motivated and international team


After a successful project, there is the possibility of an internship or working student position, which may also be completed 

in San Francisco, USA

Ramp up the mobile client of our software stack.


Involved in the entire process, from conception and 

research to 3rd level support and maintenance


Enrich the customer experience by implementing 

features on the mobile side.


Assuring high code quality and a high test coverage 

across the project.


Actively take part in designing concepts and turn 

them into product features

Your challenge Your profile

What we offer 

We are looking for authentic talents with personality striving to empower people in organizations through smart finance processes. 

At finway we believe in people like you - ambitious and forward-thinking talents who want to make a difference by challenging the 

status quo. In our team, we promote an atmosphere of personal development, self-responsibility, and self-fulfillment regarding 

yourself and your career. At finway we put a high value on challenging and encouraging each other, always having the vision to 

create the leading Finance Operating System worldwide and build one of the fastest-growing B2B-SaaS-Startup. 


After a validation phase with more than 100 companies, we have developed a novel concept for a SaaS solution that digitalizes 

internal financial processes in SMEs, automating areas such as credit card payments, invoice approvals, and expense reports. Our 

ambitious team is located at WERK1 in Munich and is supported by the UnternehmerTUM, the LMU Entrepreneurship Center and 

very renowned investors. 


